The Flexfit® cap is the original stretchable hat featuring Flexfit stretchable sweatband technology. The all-purpose hat is the perfect blend of comfort and style, whether it be for sports or casualwear.
The Flexfit Delta® fuses panels with a seamless stitch-free finish, coupled with a lightweight visor fabrication. With stain blocking tech and water repellency, the Flexfit Delta® is the lighter, sleeker, smarter, and more comfortable choice.
The 110 Flexfit®, a hat that fits 10 sizes and every size in between, is an innovative twist on classic adjustable hats featuring the most advanced material and comfort technology while maintaining the same adjustable cap look. The combination of stretchable sweatband and fabric along with an adjustable back allows all areas of the cap to stretch, providing a universal responsive fit. The 110 Flexfit®, a hat that fits 10 sizes and every size in between, is an innovative twist on classic adjustable hats featuring the most advanced material and comfort technology while maintaining the same adjustable cap look. The combination of stretchable sweatband and fabric along with an adjustable back allows all areas of the cap to stretch, providing a universal responsive fit.
The 210 Fitted®, named for its two sizes (S-M and L-XL) fitting a range of 10 standard fitted sizes, is a premium stretchable fitted hat with a pro-baseball on-field shape and a flat visor.

The 210 Fitted® features a hard buckram with a 3 3/4” crown and a moisture absorbent pro sweatband to accommodate perspiration for athletes as well as urbanites.
Yupoong® Adjustable, made with only the highest quality of material and perfected over a span of 44 years of hat manufacturing, is an adjustable hat that offers a traditional-yet-stylish look with added comfort.
About

Over two decades ago we pioneered the original Flexfit® hat.

The Flexfit vision is boundless. Honing engineering and aesthetics to bring style and substance in every and any lifestyle. Few can rival the excellence of Flexfit.

With our commitment to innovation and pushing design boundaries, today, we offer products that reflect that same creative spirit and unparalleled quality: 110 Flexfit®, 210 Fitted®, Flexfit Delta®, Yupoong® Adjustable, and of course The Original Flexfit®.
WHERE YOUR IMAGINATION MEETS OUR NEEDLE AND THREAD.

We have an arsenal of cap styles, silhouettes, fabrics, back closures, and embellishment techniques to bring your creative vision to fruition. From logo and trademarks to original designs and identities, we’ll create your detailing with the utmost care.

For over 40 years, Yupoong has focused on innovation, technology and service to become the world’s premier headwear manufacturer. The private label possibilities are endless with a myriad of styles, including Flexfits, fitteds, dad caps, adjustables, snapbacks, camp caps, bucket hats, and much more. We offer comprehensive services that include in-house design assistance, inspiration on the latest trends, endless embellishment techniques, fabrics, and much more.

SERVICES
Our staff in NY and CA assist you from concept to production to bring your designs to life.

LEAD TIMES
- Prototype Sample: 2-3 weeks
- Salesman Sample: 3-4 weeks
- Bulk Production: 8-12 weeks
*Lead times are subject to change

MINIMUMS
- 720 pcs. (60 DZ) per style

REQUEST A QUOTE
- Price will be quoted based on design

CONTACT
NY: 800 424 4464 EXT. 2343
CA: 866 941 2555 EXT. 1305
customsales@flexfit.com
You need a job done fast with a limited run. We’ve got you covered. Even with considerably shorter lead times and lower minimums, our domestic program will meet your exact specifications. Select from styles in our blank catalog, and then we will domestically embellish your design.

SERVICES
With considerably shorter lead times and lower minimums, we bring you the same superior quality we are known for in the industry.

LEAD TIMES
- Prototype Sample: 10-12 workdays
- Bulk Production: 14-18 workdays
*Lead times are subject to change

MINIMUMS
- New Orders: 144 pcs. (12 DZ)
- Re-Orders: 48 pcs. (4 DZ)

REQUEST A QUOTE
- Price will be quoted based on design
- Sample Cost: $20.00 each

CONTACT
NY: 800 424 4464
CA: 866 941 2555
domesticsales@flexfit.com

We offer hundreds of styles in different fabrics, shapes, sizes, colors, and closures for all your customization needs. Our team in NY and CA are on hand to provide live customer service to answer all of your questions and fulfill your orders to completion.

SERVICES
We provide over 700 SKUs of styles ready to be purchased for your own customization needs.

LEAD TIMES
Hats can be purchased immediately through shop.flexfit.com or by contacting our offices.

MINIMUMS
- 1 DZ per style, size, and color
*Styles must be ordered in even dozens

REQUEST A QUOTE
- Refer to most updated price list

CONTACT
NY: 800 424 4464
CA: 866 941 2555
blanksales@flexfit.com
## CUSTOM OVERSEAS PROGRAM

**MINIMUMS**
- 720 pcs. (60 DZ) per style

**REQUEST A QUOTE**
- Price will be quoted based on design

**CONTACT**
- customsales@flexfit.com

**LEAD TIMES**
- Prototype Sample: 2-3 weeks
- Salesman Sample: 3-4 weeks
- Bulk Production: 8-12 weeks
  *Lead times are subject to change

## CUSTOM DOMESTIC PROGRAM

**MINIMUMS**
- New Orders: 144 pcs. (12 DZ)
- Re-Orders: 48 pcs. (4 DZ)

**REQUEST A QUOTE**
- Price will be quoted based on design
- Sample Cost: $20.00 each

**CONTACT**
- domesticsales@flexfit.com

**LEAD TIMES**
- Prototype Sample: 10-12 workdays
- Bulk Production: 14-18 workdays
  *Lead times are subject to change

## BLANK PROGRAM

**MINIMUMS**
- 1 DZ per style, size, & color
  *Styles must be ordered in even dozens

**REQUEST A QUOTE**
- Price will be quoted based on design

**CONTACT**
- blanksales@flexfit.com

**LEAD TIMES**
- Prototype Sample: 10-12 workdays
- Bulk Production: 14-18 workdays
  *Hats can be purchased immediately through shop.flexfit.com or by contacting our offices

---

FLEXFIT LLC - WEST (CA)
625 COLUMBIA ST.
BREA, CA 92821
TOLL FREE: 866 941 2555

FLEXFIT LLC - EAST (NY)
250 KARIN LANE
HICKSVILLE, NY 11801
TOLL FREE: 800 424 4464

CUSTOM OVERSEAS PROGRAM
customsales@flexfit.com
FLEXFIT.COM/CUSTOM-OVERSEAS-PROGRAM

CUSTOM DOMESTIC PROGRAM
domesticsales@flexfit.com
FLEXFIT.COM/CUSTOM-DOMESTIC-PROGRAM

BLANK PROGRAM
blanksales@flexfit.com
FLEXFIT.COM/BLANK-HATS

FLEXFIT.COM
SHOP.FLEXFIT.COM